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FarmVille Man Finds Crops

Are Withered

FACEBOOK - A Facebook netizen found out

today that his Farmville crops had withered

because none of his friends had bothered to

fertilize them.

Avatar Grants Immunity For

Anyone That Hit On His Girl

Last Night

ALLEN-TEXAS - A man that sometimes logs

into Second Life to check on his girl agreed

today to grant unconditional immunity to all 

of the noobs he knows that hit on his girl last

night.  "They never learn, anyway", he said. 

He  admitted to being worried about her new

skimpy outfit, though he thought it was a

really gorgeous look on her avatar.

Fat Man Seen Refusing A Free

Translator

Have you seen this man?

Blue Castle Sold 

PHAZE DEMESNES - A large group of
Linden  trees purchased the  Castle Blue and

announced that they were turning it  into a

Hangout for any  Premium account holder

tree.    A spokesman for the Tree party

promptly filed an Abuse Report claiming that

the Linden trees were violating the TOS for

unfair taxation.  The  Castle Red spokesman

said  "This is a feeble attempt to monopolize

the noobs by the Blues. When will the Blues

realize that 59 votes will not stop a

filibuster?"

UFO Seen In Help Island

A large floating thingy was spotted in a Help

Island by Yo Tiponi during his 9th month of

captivity in Help Island 205.  His IM call for

backup was unfortunately lost when the IM

message was  capped and the UFO flew away 

Bald Eagle Tired Of Everyone

Just Assuming It Supports War

MID ISLAND, PHAZE - "I think World War

II was justified, and I got behind the first Gulf

War" said the bird, who has served as the

national symbol of the United States since

1782. "Now I just want to fly free and let

people  ride on me in Phaze", it said.   "But

the recent war in Iraq, with its shifting

rationale and poor planning, was clearly a

huge mistake."  

Geek Works Too Hard, Fails 

To Log In Again

Dallas TX - One of the oldest geeks in the

world failed to log into Second Life again

today due to distractions, overwork and a 

backlog of spams and  one important  email

that demanded all the attention his ADD

syndrome could spare.  His Facebook

Farmville gifts earlier took up a great deal of

time as it  had been neglected for too long. 

"Look! a bird!" he shouted, then he went

back to trying to focus on on the important

task he had determined needed to be done

before he fell asleep on the couch again or

another spam email arrived in  his inbox.

Cow Genome Unravelled
Scientists in Second Life reported that they

have finally unraveled the cow genome after

years of work by simply decompiling the

code.  Suki  Bushwhacker, a respected

scientist and part time dancer at the Eros

club,  applauded the result but said it was

incomplete.   "We can map the cow genome,

but will we ever unravel the bovine mind?"

she asked.

Corrections »

In last Sunday's paper, we forgot to print the answers to

our "Spot the Difference" puzzle. The differences were:

the girl's  hair is prim hair on the right and flexi hair on

the left, the tree branch is missing all the shadows, the

Bible missing one commandment, there is no reflection

in the mirror, the Gorean bumper sticker is inverted, and

the flames on the cross are taller on the right side.

Second Life asks Google for Help
In light of recent griefer attacks, virtual world pioneer Linden Lab  has asked Google for help

in  securing its network. What do you think?

How To Put The Spark Back

Into Your Relationship With

Your Cat
See page 2 for details on how our  intrepid

reporter got eight titilating feels of  the furry

lifestyle.

Tara  Ceti

Texture Maker

"Is this going to make it

easier or harder for me to

copybot?

Wavy Dayz,

Computer Systems Analyst

"And in return Linden  Lab can

help Google do something

funny with its website logo each

day!"

Beowulf

Unemployed

"I'll come clean, before this

becomes a huge problem. I

confess to visiting the

GorGirls sim using my

church's computer."


